Significance of demonstrable vascular space invasion for the progression of prostatic adenocarcinoma.
Histologically demonstrable vascular invasion by tumor has been reported as an index of poor prognosis correlating with increased probability of metastasis in many types of cancer other than prostatic. We quantitated vascular invasion foci in 357 radical prostatectomy specimens and developed improved criteria for their diagnosis and their distinction from fixation artifact. Vascular invasion foci were found in 7% of cancers less than 4 cc in volume and 24% of larger cancers. Most foci were selectively located either near the basal end of the cancer or near the transition zone border. Correlations among multiple morphologic variables showed significant correlation of vascular invasion only with the presence of intraductal carcinoma. The only statistically significant independent predictors of disease progression (serum prostate-specific antigen elevation) were vascular invasion, carcinoma grade, and cancer volume. Our findings suggest that further study of vascular invasion foci may disclose additional information about the biologic features of local and distant spread of prostatic carcinoma.